
Manage your Wi-Fi access points through the cloud

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
RECURRING REVENUE STREAMS

CLOUDBASED SOCIAL HOTSPOTS

SUPERPOWERS
for your WiFi



WI-FI MADE SIMPLE

TAKE YOUR PICK

RECURRING REVENUE STREAMS

 Zerotouch deployment  and provisioning
 Compatible with multiple models and brands
 Single web interface to remote monitor the APs
 Mainteinance and remote firmware upgrades
 Simultaneous management of multiple devices
   in just one place
 Automatic alerts when device goes offline

Choose the access point that works best for you. 
Or the cheapest one. Or suggest us to support your favorite brand and model.
Tanaza is vendor-agnostic and works great with a wide range of access points,
indoor or outdoor, desktop or ceilingmountables, even with POE. 
List of supported devices at Tanaza.com/freedom
And for existing networks, no need to replace your hardware!

Unlock incredible commercial opportunities and generate recurring revenue
streams by offering:

 Super efficient cloud management of multi-vendor Wi-Fi access points
 Realtime Wi-Fi remote control and configuration, even for multiple locations
 Social hotspots or coupon-based hotspots 
 Customized branded splash pages
 Extremely detailed user analytics and data capture, promotions, advertising 

Onebyone manual configurations
are a thing of the past!

Freedom to choose



SECURE AND RELIABLE ARCHITECTURE

WITH TANAZA SUPERPOWERS YOU CAN

Security and reliability are guaranteed by the
Tanaza Cloud Infrastructure, a world class
multitenant cloud controller, that stores all the
information and statistics of the managed APs.

A Tanaza Agent software, loaded onboard/onto
the AP, establishes a secure connection
between the APs and the Tanaza Cloud
Infrastructure, with no need anymore for
hardware controllers.

The encrypted management traffic and the
clients traffic are completely separated to
guarantee security.

Superpowers for your WiFi

Tanaza Cloud 
Infrastructure

Guaranteed security and
reliability

- CLOUD MANAGE MULTI-VENDOR WI-FI ACCESS POINTS
 Manage from the web dashboard all your APs and WLANs, all in one place!
 Build networks with unlimited number of connected clients
 Receive email autoalerts when devices get disconnected
 Manage multiple locations, groups of APs in networks, placing devices on a map
 Create and assign up to 8 SSIDs  per AP and configure security levels 
 Reboot the APs, change passwords, remotely upgrade the firmwares
 Set radio mode and channel to reduce interference and adjust the power level
 Configure VLANs, DHCP/Server and NAT
 Change IP address settings
 See real-time statistics
 Zero-touch deploy and easy, quick, remote configure new devices
 Remote turn on/off the SSH service, for increased security level
 Control bandwidth, abuses, MAC black list
 Seamless upgrade existing networks
 Enrich the stock feature set of the access point



WHO WE ARE ACCOUNT TYPES

Become a reseller of cloud-managed social hotspots thanks to
the hotspot add-on (available only for SOCIAL LOGIN accounts).

 Cloud manage your hotspots, configure them, see detailed analytics
 Provide free hotspots with social login:
   Facebook, Twitter, Google, LinkedIn, Instagram, Microsoft Live
 Build and customize splash pages, add your brand/logo on top and advertise!
- Link to your own splash page or to a 3rd party one
- Earn Likes on Facebook
 Display image or video advertisements before giving access to WIFi
 Provide couponbased internet access and monetize your WiFi
 See super-detailed analytics about people accessing to the hotspots, their social      
profiles, their posts and checkins
 download users contacts for marketing purposes!
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Customers will love it!

SOCIAL HOTSPOT & COUPON HOTSPOT

JOIN OUR 
PARTNER 

PROGRAM


